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As part of a larger project where we are examining the relationship and influence of news and social media on stock price, here we
investigate the potential links between the sentiment of news articles about companies and stock price change of those companies. We
describe a method to adapt sentiment word lists based on news articles about specific companies, in our case downloaded from the
Guardian. Our novel approach here is to adapt word lists in sentiment classifiers for news articles based on the relevant stock price
change of a company at the time of web publication of the articles. This adaptable word list approach is compared against the financial
lexicon from Loughran and McDonald (2011) as well as the more general MPQA word list (Wilson et al., 2005). Our experiments
investigate the need for domain specific word lists and demonstrate how general word lists miss indicators of sentiment by not creating
or adapting lists that come directly from news about the company. The companies in our experiments are BP, Royal Dutch Shell and
Volkswagen.
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1. Introduction
Sentiment dictionaries such as the MPQA lexicon (Wilson
et al., 2005) have been used in the past to capture gen-
eral sentiment, and manually generated lexicons have been
adapted to the financial domain (Loughran and McDonald,
2011), however we argue that this process of adaptation to
the financial domain does not go far enough.
Each sector1 within the financial domain has its own spe-
cific vocabulary where the meaning of words can change
greatly, for instance the word “crude” might be interpreted
negatively depending on the context or the domain that a
company is operating in, but for oil companies (e.g. BP) it
will mean something entirely different. Clearly, it is impor-
tant to find the correct domain to understand word mean-
ings so that the sentiment dictionary can be tailored ap-
propriately e.g. oil sector or company level. The method
presented in this article uses the stock exchange prices to
label all news articles with one of three sentiments: posi-
tive, neutral or negative. We automatically create sentiment
word lists from the training on news articles for the specific
companies to compare against MPQA (Wilson et al., 2005)
and Loughran and McDonald (2011).
It could be argued that combining word sense disambigua-
tion approaches with sentiment analysis would help ad-
dress such challenges, but in our scenario this would not di-
rectly address the domain expertise and knowledge of per-
formance of a given company that may be external to the
text. Instead, we adopt an approach to model the changing
meaning at different levels: general (i.e. not adapted), the
entire financial domain, specific market sector and finally
company specific. In order to investigate the improvement
of sentiment labelling of articles, we carry out our exper-
iments at these multiple levels. Our experimental results
1A sector is an industry or market sharing common charac-
teristics. Characteristics could be the type of resources used and
what is produced, in our example the sector is oil. Our third com-
pany, Volkswagen, was chosen outside of this domain, but as we
knew it would have plenty of recent press coverage.
show that domain adaptation is required to have higher ac-
curacy than existing word lists when trying to predict the
sentiment of a news article.
2. Related Work
There is a vast body of work on sentiment analysis meth-
ods and techniques. For example, Pang et al. (2002) found
that corpus techniques using machine learning greatly im-
proved sentiment classification of movie reviews in com-
parison to human generated sentiment word lists. Turney
(2002) used PMI-IR (Pointwise Mutual Information and
Information Retrieval) to detect sentiment within reviews
from four different domains on a phrase level basis.
Recent work has applied sentiment methods to financial
text analysis. Chen et al. (2014) correlated negative words
in articles from Seeking Alpha2 and comments of the ar-
ticles with lower performance using the word list from
Loughran and McDonald (2011). Using 8K reports3 Lee et
al. (2014) was able to predict the next day’s stock price with
55.5% accuracy using an ensemble of three non-negative
matrix factorisation models that used both linguistic and
numeric features, with majority voting. Also Lee et al.
(2014) found that using linguistic features not just numeric
features significantly improved their results. Using the Har-
vard 4 psychological list of negative words, Tetlock et al.
(2008) found and correlated negative words within the Wall
Street Journal4 and Dow Jones News Service with the stock
price return. Also, Loughran and McDonald (2011) found
that with the bag of words (BOW) method that employing
a financial sentiment lexicon instead of a general lexicon,
there is a correlation between the number of negative words
in a 10K report5 and negative excess returns.
2http://seekingalpha.com/
38K reports are the companies ”current report” ac-
cording to SEC (Securities and Exchange Commission)
https://www.sec.gov/answers/form8k.htm
4http://www.wsj.com/europe
510K reports are the companies annual report that “provides a
3. Datasets
Our news article dataset was downloaded from the
Guardian newspaper through their API6. We gathered
2486, 955 and 306 articles about Shell, BP and Volk-
swagen respectively. Stock price data for each company
was collected through Quandl using their API7. The stock
prices for BP and Shell were cross checked against stock
price on Thomson Reuters using their EIKON application8
and Volkswagen prices were checked against those shown
on the Frankfurt Stock Exchange9. The news articles that
we used were published online between 30th September
2013 and the 1st October 2015 and the stock prices relate
to prices declared between the 1st October 2013 and the 1st
October 2015.
3.1. Stock price pre-processing
The stock prices collected were for each company10 and
then processed to calculate the stock price change for each
day using equation (1). The stock price changes for each
company over the collection time period were distributed
normally. We designated the lowest third of stock price
changes as decrease, the highest third as increase and the
middle third as nominal change.
x =





3.2. News article pre-processing
The news articles were collected by searching for the com-
pany name11 in the Guardian API. The only restriction was
the removal of articles in the media and film sections be-
cause a manual inspection revealed that these articles were
not relevant to the companies. From each news article only
the title and the body of the text were collected after which
it was passed through a HTML parser to remove the major-
ity of the HTML tags. The processed text was then Part Of
Speech (POS) tagged using the CLAWS POS tagger (Gar-
side and Smith, 1997), in order to tokenise the text, insert
sentence boundaries and help remove punctuation.
Finally, each news article was marked with the stock price
change (increase, nominal, decrease) via the web publica-
tion date and our stock price data collected above. Our as-
sumption is that a news article is most closely related to the
stock price change in the next trading day after the article
was published. We do not assume that there is a causal link
comprehensive overview of the company’s business and financial








10Both BP and Royal Dutch Shell prices were collected from
the Google finance database with the following codes respec-
tively GOOG/LON BP , GOOG/LON RDSB and the Volkswa-
gen prices were collected from the Y finance database with the
following code YAHOO/F VOW.
11We searched for bp, shell and volkswagen.
but in general an increase in price is assumed to happen
around the same time as good news and vice versa. There-
fore articles relating to an increase, nominal change or de-
crease in stock price are tagged with a sentiment value of
positive, neutral or negative respectively. We chose the next
working day because Lee et al. (2014) found that linguistic
features have the best performance one day after the event,
although it should be noted that this was with 8K reports
and not news articles.
3.3. Word list pre-processing
The MPQA word list was divided into three lists, one
for each sentiment category (positive, neutral and nega-
tive). Each sentiment category contained a word as long
as its polarity matched the sentiment category and was not
stemmed. MPQA ranks words as strong or weak with re-
spect to sentiment, however both ranks were put into the
same category and not split producing only three word lists
rather than six. The Loughran and McDonald (L&M) word
list only contains positive and negative words because the
word lists that they produced did not contain a clear neutral
category.
4. Method
To determine the sentiment of an article we defined an
adaptable bag of words (ABOW) method which finds the
top five percent of the most frequently used words in each
of the three sentiment categories (positive, neutral and neg-
ative) and selects words that appear only in that category, as
this will most likely remove common words such as ‘the’.
The adaptability of the bag of words stems from the fact
that the words originate from the text. As more news ar-
ticles are added to the training set the top five percent of
most frequently used words change, thus the model changes
with more data. We keep three bags in this ABOW model
representing positive, neutral and negative sentiments. The
sector list was derived from combining the Shell and BP
word lists, Volkswagen did not have a sector list as this was
the only company in the car manufacturing industry that we
used. We also followed the method by Martineau and Finin
(2009) however we used unigrams rather than bigrams as
features and we used an SVC (Support Vector Classifier)12
(Pedregosa et al., 2011) instead of SVM (Support Vector
Machine) however both have linear kernels and were used
to classify for two-way sentiment (positive and negative).
In the testing phase, each article is subjected to a plurality
voting system (Clarkson et al., 2007). Our system deter-
mines the sentiment of the article depending on which bag
in the ABOW model has the highest count. The total count
derives from the frequency of words in each bag occurring




Company MPQA L&M BP Shell Volkswagen Sector Random Majority class
BP 0.409 0.654 0.342 0.348 0.195 0.351 0.333 0.450
0.475 0.528 0.351 0.236 0.214 0.202 0.333 0.377
- - 0.481 0.495 0.520 0.476 0.5 0.521
Shell 0.309 0.703 0.308 0.420 0.125 0.414 0.333 0.522
0.253 0.480 0.238 0.119 0.096 0.192 0.333 0.545
- - 0.443 0.515 0.444 0.480 0.5 0.597
Volkswagen 0.331 0.370 0.311 0.438 0.321 0.318 0.333 0.396
0.100 0.050 0.270 0.170 0.220 0.120 0.333 0.500
- - 0.444 0.508 0.362 0.416 0.5 0.633
Table 1: Results table for positive stock price trend data.
Company MPQA L&M BP Shell Volkswagen Sector Random Majority class
BP 0.355 0.360 0.332 0.410 0.482 0.300 0.333 0.464
0.256 0.249 0.336 0.496 0.580 0.410 0.333 0.518
- - 0.584 0.526 0.647 0.411 0.5 0.652
Shell 0.249 0.305 0.303 0.328 0.510 0.290 0.333 0.526
0.254 0.229 0.430 0.562 0.535 0.507 0.333 0.442
- - 0.536 0.522 0.550 0.527 0.5 0.697
Volkswagen 0.261 0.221 0.247 0.429 0.568 0.363 0.333 0.661
0.054 0.027 0.281 0.267 0.371 0.198 0.333 0.717
- - 0.496 0.409 0.596 0.456 0.5 0.712
Table 2: Results table for negative stock price trend data.
Company MPQA L&M BP Shell Volkswagen Sector Random Majority class
BP 0.322 0.440 0.310 0.338 0.362 0.301 0.333 0.341
0.253 0.408 0.262 0.355 0.333 0.308 0.333 0.368
- - 0.532 0.464 0.588 0.442 0.5 0.609
Shell 0.297 0.339 0.343 0.300 0.460 0.308 0.333 0.460
0.209 0.281 0.389 0.507 0.490 0.515 0.333 0.441
- - 0.513 0.495 0.517 0.488 0.5 0.579
Volkswagen 0.339 0.419 0.331 0.312 0.400 0.336 0.333 0.418
0.100 0.200 0.300 0.300 0.300 0.300 0.333 0.500
- - 0.508 0.569 0.583 0.522 0.5 0.545
Table 3: Results table for generally neutral stock price trend data.
5. Results
The results are shown in tables 113, 214, and 315. We have
divided results into three tables in order to evaluate our
system over three time periods representing three differ-
ing stock trends (positive: table 1, negative: table 2, and
neutral: table 3). After manually sampling ten news arti-
cles from the news dataset we found low precision16 with
respect to relevancy of the news articles to the companies
financial performance. Therefore, we created a sub-corpus
using news articles occurring in the business sections thus
13The majority class for BP and shell for the SVC analysis is
positive, the other two companies is neutral but Volkswagen SVC
is negative. These results are from tests on data between 2013-12-
17 and 2014-5-6.
14The majority class for all companies is guessing negative.
These results are from tests on data between 2015-5-14 and 2015-
10-1.
15The majority class for all companies is guessing negative
apart from business section BP which is guessing positive. These
results are from tests on data between 2015-2-6 and 2015-8-5.
16BP, Shell and Volkswagen had precision of 20%, 10% and
40% respectively.
reducing the dataset17 and the number of test data points
greatly but with an increase in relevance to financial per-
formance18. As seen in the results table each company has
three rows. The first row for each company shows the re-
sults when using the whole dataset, the second row shows
the results when testing on business section data only, fi-
nally the third row is the results of the SVC on the whole
dataset. Each column represents a different word list that
was used on the company data represented in the row; all
company names in the columns are word lists that were cre-
ated from our ABOW. SVC was trained on data from the
companies mentioned in the column header, and tested on
the company data that is mentioned in the row header.
For each company, we compared our method for finding the
sentiment of a news article against the MPQA and L&M
dictionaries using ten-fold cross validation. It should be
noted that as L&M only have positive and negative word
lists, any neutral news articles were ignored for those fig-
ures, to ensure they were not penalised for the lack of a
17BP, Shell and Volkswagen have 327, 347 and 80 news articles
respectively.
18BP, Shell and Volkswagen had precision of 40%, 80% and
90% respectively.
neutral word list.
Sentiment BP Shell Volkswagen
Positive 0.357 0.337 0.294
Neutral 0.308 0.322 0.232
Negative 0.335 0.342 0.474
Table 4: Distribution of all company articles
As shown in the results tables, all companies apart from BP
performed well against the existing and sector-level word
lists thus demonstrating the need for adapting sentiment
word lists to company level. Interestingly, the general word
lists (MPQA and L&M) perform best when the data is less
skewed, as shown by the majority class having a lower
probability. The most likely reason why the Volkswagen
list performs better on negative trend data is because of the
unbalanced nature of the Volkswagen articles towards neg-
ative sentiment during our sampling period as shown by the
distribution table 419. We observed in some of the experi-
ments that the word lists performed better on the smaller
business section data indicating that more relevant data is
required to enhance performance and quality of word lists.
Although the general majority classifier beats all other clas-
sifiers we have shown improvement of sentiment word lists
by domain adaptation using stock market prices relative to
existing static lists. A better machine learning algorithm
with a non-linear kernel may further improve these results.
6. Conclusion and Future Work
Our results show promising improvement over existing sen-
timent dictionary methods but could be further improved
using more advanced machine learning methods such as
Lee et al. (2014). We also intend to investigate word em-
bedding and vector space techniques for improving senti-
ment analysis as shown by Maas et al. (2011) and Loughran
and McDonald (2011) since these should help the system
to take account of local and document level context. In-
stead of using the entire article, we may improve results
by only using subjective sentences (Pang and Lee, 2004)
or simple negation (Pang et al., 2002). Rather than assum-
ing that all words in an article and all articles mentioning
the company by name have equal importance in terms of
stock price change, we will investigate relevance metrics to
better model influence and trust relationships for readers of
the texts. Finally, as the precision sampling was on a small
subset of the whole dataset more work is needed to see how
large a problem relevancy is in the Guardian dataset and
other news sources. All word lists created for this research
are made freely available20.
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